CALL TO ORDER
MOMENT OF SILENCE
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
INDUCTION OF NEW SENATORS
ROLL CALL
PUBLIC INPUT

HEBERT- PRESENTING FOR COLLEGE OF AG. PLAN- INSTATED A NEW STUDENT ASSOCIATION SIMILAR TO ENGINEERING. THEY HELPED OUT WITH BURGER BASH BY DONATING SOME OF THE FOOD. TOMORROW IS THE BLOCK AND BRIDAL RODEO. PARTNERING WITH AG RES COLLEGE ON SOME EVENTS. MAYBE SCHEDULE PARTY IN BLAKE HALL TO HELP FRESHMEN. REVAMPING COLLEGE OF AG E-NEWSLETTER. HSS- HAVING SERVICE EVENT WHERE YOU CAN DONATE ITEMS. EMAIL RITU.

SCIENCE COLLEGE COUNCIL- TUAN- SCIENCE STUDENT NEWSLETTER. TRYING TO GET COLLEGE OF SCIENCE APPAREL. SET UP A SCIENCE TABLE AT SPIN. CONTINUING FREE LUNCH EVENT NEXT SEMESTER. WORKING ON CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS- NO ONE

COASTAL ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL- MAIN GOAL- TO MAKE SCHOOL MORE VISIBLE TO INCOMING FRESHMEN THRU RECRUITMENT SESSIONS, MEETING WITH COLLEGE COUNCIL AND ENTIRE MAJOR, PIZZA NIGHTS AND ICE CREAM SOCIALS, AND STUDY ROOMS. HAVE GOTTEN PRINTER IN STUDY ROOM. HAD A BOWLING NIGHT WITH GRAD, UNDERGRADS, AND TEACHERS. WANNA GET TSHIRTS. TRYING TO SET UP TUTORING. PLANNING BASEBALL SOMETHING FOR THE SPRING.

MC COLLEGE COUNCIL- CONTINUE TO IMPROVE AP QUIZ BOWL. NEW ETIQUETTE DINNER. TRYING TO HAVE A MC SPECIFIC CAREER FAIR. ELECTION EVENTS FOR MAYORAL AND PRESIDENTIAL RACE. MAYBE ONE FOR SG ELECTIONS? PRESS EVENTS WITH LOCAL NEWS CONFERENCES. BETTER RELATIONSHIP WITH RILEY CENTER. JOINT EFFORT WITH MANSHIP AMB TO MAKE BUDDY SYSTEM. WORK ON RELATIONSHIP WITH STUDENT MEDIA. FINISHED ORDERS FOR MANSHIP TSHTIRTS. STARTED SENDING ONE MANSHIP CC MEMBERS TO SPIN, PRSSA, ETC.

MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ARTS CC-

UCFY CC- HAD EVENT WITH ICE CREAM WITH COUNSELORS TO HAVE FRESHMEN MEET COUNSELORS. IN JAN AND FEB THEY ARE LOOKING TO HAVE EVENT TO EXCITE STUDENTS ABOUT THE SEMESTER. FRESHMEN RAVE. IN FEB AND APRIL- MORE RES HALL VISITS AND SCHEDULE TIPS. IN APRIL TO HAVE WRAP UP EVENT.

ENGINEERING CC- COUNCIL MEETINGS BIWEEKLY ON FRIDAYS AT 2:30PM IN CEBA. ONCE A MONTH MEETING WITH ALL OF ENGINEERING ORGS. ENGINEERING ORG NEWSLETTER. HOPING TO HAVE WEBSITE LAUNCH IN JANUARY WITH SUGGESTION BOX. COUNCIL CHAT NOV 26 WITH SNACKS. ENGINEERING 5K TO PROMOTE COLLEGE AND INTERACT WITH COUNCIL. VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE AND LOOKING TO DRAFT TEAM OF ENGINEERS FOR EVENTS. HUGE CRAWFISH EVENT IN NEW K LOT NEAR CEBA.

DEPUTY CHIEF JUSTICE HOWELL- INTRODUCING KATELYN TORKEY. T GRAHAM IS RESIGNING FROM SG. HOWEVER, HE PLANS TO SERVE THE STUDENTS OF LSU IN ANOTHER CAPACITY.

READING, CORRECTION, AND ADOPTION OF MINUTES – ADOPTED.

NEW BUSINESS

Committee Reports

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS

CAMPUS AFFAIRS AND SUSTAINABILITY

SG FRIAS- HAD TO SAY BYE TO VICE CHAIR ANDY.

SG BEADLE- MET FOR LAST TIME. DISCUSSED SGFB NO 5 BY GRIFFIN.

SG TAYLOR- THANKS FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN LIGHT WALK. WORKING ON HANDICAP LEG.
RULES

SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE PACE- NO MEETING
NO REPORT.

STUDENT AUXILIARIES AND SERVICES

SENATOR SMITHERMAN- DIDN’T MEET LAST NIGHT. PROUD OF MY COMMITTEE.

STUDENT LIFE, DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH

SENATOR CAVELL- SGR NO 22 BY NEAL. NEED TO SEE A LOT OF SENATORS BY END OF TONIGHT.

STUDENT COMMITTEES ESTABLISHED BY THE BYLAWS

TEMPORARY COMMITTEES ESTABLISHED BY SENATE RESOLUTION

STUDENT GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURE

PRESIDENT COX-

CAUCUS REPORTS

BLACK CAUCUS

SENATOR BEADLE- NO MEETING NO REPORT

EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORTS

NICK SMITH- PROGRAMMING- TALKED ABOUT FINALS WEEK EVENTS. SIGN UP PLEASE. GIVE TO ROBERT AT END OF NIGHT.

RODGERS- TASK FORCE TO REFORM UCAC. STAPLERS IN LIBRARY. GOT ANSWERS. STAPLES WE PURCHASED AT LIB DESK.

DAVID- SOLICITATED FEEDBACK ON CHANGES. MONTHLY NEWSLETTER. F ANY LEGISLATION WANT HIGHLIGHT IN NEWSLETTER SEND TO ME VIA EMAIL. SENDING OUT WEEKLY EXEC EMAIL. QUESTIONS? COVELL- ANY NEWS ON SHUTTLES TO NOLA? YEA WORKING ON EMAILS WITH DETAILS TO BE SENT OUT. IF STUDENT SIGNED UP FOR THANKSGIVING ONE WILL HE GET A CONFIRMATION EMAIL? NO WONT BE CHARGED UNTIL HE BOARDS THE BUS. NOT A BINDING SIGN UP FORM. FRAS- IS THERE A WAY TO GET AN UPDATE AND PUT THEM OUT NEAR REVEILLE? THESE WERE DISTRIBUTED AT STRAIGHT TALK AND ARE IN SG OFFICE.

AIMEE- SO RUN OFF RESULTS CAME OUT. RESULTS AREN’T PERM TIL FRIDAY AT 430PM. FILE COMPLAINT AT SGCLERK@TIGERS.LSU.EDU. DON’T TALK ABOUT CANDIDACY UNTIL PASSIVE CAMPAIGNING.

COX- THANKS FOR EVERYONE’S WORK! SG RAISED MORE MONEY THAN EVER BEFORE TOTALLING 130,000 DOLLARS. COMPLETED 25 INITIATIVES AND 12 IN PROGRESS AND 3 NOT STARTED. VERY HAPPY WITH SG AND WHERE WE ARE DESPITE OTHERS BELIEFS. QUESTIONS- HERWIG- ABOUT INITIATIVE WHAT HAPPENED TO SPIRIT FLAGS BEING PUT UP? THOSE HAVE GONE ON UNION AND THE NEW GATES BEING BUILT WILL HAVE FLAGS AS WELL.

JUDICIAL OFFICER REPORTS

CJR- DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT RESIGNATION AND APOLOGIZE IF IT CAUGHT YALL OFF GUARD. U COURT GOT COMPLAINT IN EMAIL. DIDN’T RECEIVE UNTIL SATURDAY BEFORE HOMECOMING GAME. WEEKENDS DON’T COUNT. GILCREST VS ELECTION BOARD WAS HEARD AND DEALT WITH ELECTION BOARD AND WAS A CANDIDATE FOR ASSOCIATE JUSTICE. RESULTS WERE ANNOUNCED THE COMPLAINTANT SAW WAS DQ AND HE WAS DQ WITHOUT NOTICE AND DUE PROCESS. FELT ELECTION BOARD WAS IN VIOLATION. OVERTURN AND REINSTATE IN VICTORY. UCOURT VOTED ON THREE SEPARATE THINGS. FIRST, VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 11 SEC 1. PASSED. SECOND, ARTICLE 11 SEC 2 VIOLATION. DECLINE. LAST WAS TO GRANT HIM INTO HIS VICTORY. DECLINED. PARKING APPEALS BOARD IS GOING QWLL. LAST MEETING ON NOV 27. LASTLY, SG WILL CONCLUDE FOR BRANCH MEETINGS TMRW AT 6PM IN CALCIESUE. CJR IS RETIRING FROM SG. ☺

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

SGFB NO. 5 BY SENATOR GRIFFIN

A FINANCE BILL
TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS AND NO CENTS TO THE RESIDENCE HALL
ASSOCIATION TO FUND THE SNOWING IN THE SOUTH PROGRAM. OPENING
COMMENTS- USED TO BE PROGRAM CALLED SNOWING IN SOUTH AND HAVE A SNOW DAY ON PARADE GROUNDS. THE COST OF PRODUCING SNOW WAS CRAZY EXPENSIVE AND HAD TO PULL PROGRAM. NOW PRICE HAS BEEN CUT IN HALF. SEE THIS AS A WAY TO COMMUNICATE WITH RES LIFE.
QUESTIONS- CAVEL- DO SUBMIT TO SERIES?
YES. I ELIEVE ITS GOOD PROGRAM. YOU SAID THEY MIGHT TO SG FOR FUNDING IN FUTURE YEARS? WELL IT WILL GIVE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK IN FUTURE BUT WE MAY GET TO GET OUR NAME IN IT. DO YOU THINK ITS GOOD TO FUND IT THIS YEAR BUT HAVE EXEC FUND IT NEXT YEAR?
I WILL TRY BUT THIS IS MY LAST SEMESTER AS SENATOR. SWARTZ? WHAT IS CURRENT BALANCE? SOMETHING LIKE 24,000 DOLLARS. DEBATE- FRIAS- (HARPER IS PRESENT) IM VERY MUCH FOR THIS FINANCE BILL AND GREAT EVENT. CLOSING COMMENTS- URGE FAVORABLE PASSAGE.
VOTE- (HILTON IS PRESENT) ENROLLED.

SGR No. 21 by Senator Neal

A RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT AWARDS ACCOUNT- OPENING COMMENTS- BE ABLE TO GIVE SCHOLARSHIP TO STUDENTS. VERY IMPORTANT CUZ IT NEEDS TO GO TO BURSAR OFFICE AND HAVE SCHOLARSHIP TO BE PUT ON FEE BILL FROM SG. MONEY TAKEN FROM DIFFERENT ACCOUNTS TO THIS ACCOUNT. NOT ANNUALLY FUNDED. ONLY WHEN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY IS CREATED.
QUESTIONS- NONE. DEBATE- CAVEL- SUPPORTS. THIS PARTICULAR PIECE DINT GO THRU MY COMMITTEE BUT IT’S A GOOD OUTREACH TO STUDENTS AND SHOWS SUPPORT. GRASHOFF- SUPPORTS. DEBATE- WESTBROOK- AMENDMENT TO SEND TO EDDY PARFAIT FAS. CLOSING COMMENTS- URGE FAVORABLE PASSAGE- VOTE- ENROLLED.

SGR No. 22 by Senator Neal

A RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE IDEAS TO ACTION PROGRAM- OPENING COMMENTS- CREATE FIRST SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM. ON WEBSITE THERE WILL BE SPOT FOR STUDENTS IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS. DURING MIDTERMS AND FINALS OF EACH SEMESTER AND BRANCH HEADS WILL CHOOSE BEST IDEA. THAT PERSON WILL HAVE $250 PUT ON STUDENT’S FEE BILL. QUESTIONS- FAULKNER- COME OUT OF CONTINGENCY?
NO OUT OF INITIATIVES. DEBATE- BEADLE- SUPPORTS. ANDY PUT A LOT OF HARD WORK INTO THIS. CLOSING COMMENTS- URGE FAVORABLE PASSAGE. VOTE- ENROLLED.

BEADLE/FRIAS- MOVE TO SUSPEND RULES AND PULL SGFB NO 3 FROM TABLE AND INTO UNFINISHED BUSINESS- (ARCENEAUX IS PRESENT) ADDING FAULKNER AS COAUTHOR- ALLOCATING MAX OF 10,000 DOLLARS FROM SURPLUS. CAN’T PULL FROM CONTINGENCY OR ELSE BREAK 60% RULE. BY LEAVING IT AT 10,000 DOLLARS IT GIVES THEM WIGGLE ROOM FOR ORDERING. QUESTIONS- SOMETHING GARDENER- DID HE SAY END OF FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER? SPRING. DEBATE- NO. CLOSING COMMENTS- WE ARE KNOWN FOR THIS. URGE FAVORABLE PASSAGE. VOTE- ENROLLED.

SGCR NO 30 BY SMITHERMAN AND NEAL- TEAPARTY CAUCUS- TOO MANY HILARIOUS COMMENTS TO SUMMARIZE. SEE SLAMWALL FOR DETAILS. CLOSING COMMENTS- WE HAVE BEEN LOOKING FORWARD TO THIS FOR A LONG TIME. FAVORABLE PASSAGE. VOTE- VOICE VOTE- AYES HAVE IT. ENROLLED.

ADVISOR REPORTS

LEGISLATIVE OFFICER REPORTS
ARDOIN- RESIGNS.
PACE- I DON’T FEEL THAT I AM CAPABLE TO SERVE ALL OF YOU TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY WITH THE AMOUNT OF STUFF GOING ON IN MY LIFE. I HAVE DECIDED TO STEP DOWN AS SPEAKER PRO TEMP BUT I AM STILL GOING TO BE A SENATOR. RESIGNING- MOVE TO ACCEPT RESIGNATION- MOVE INTO ELECTION FOR SPEAKER PRO TEMP- NOMINATE- CAMPBELL, FAULKNER. OPENING STATEMENTS- CAMPBELL- PACE WAS A GREAT EXAMPLE I WANT TO MOVE UP IN POSITIONS. I WOULD GLADLY LIKE TO SERVE YOU AS PRO TEMP. FAULKNER- I SUPPORT CAMPBELL’S RUNNING FOR THIS POSITION AND THINK HE HAS SHOWN HIMSELF TREMENDOUSLY AND THIS HE IS EXCELLENT FOR POSITION. QUESTIONS- EASTMAN- TO CAMPBELL? HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A SENATOR? SPRING OF 2012. OTHER THAN THAT WHAT EXPERIENCE DO YOU HAVE? IN RHA AND CHAIR THAT MEETING. SERIES? WHAT OTHER ORGS ARE YOU INVOLVED IN? PHI DELT AND RHA. FRIAS- WHAT IS YOUR TIME COMMITMENT? NEXT SEMESTER I AM STILL VP FOR RHA UNTIL END OF SPRING. SWARTZ- HOW MANY HOURS ARE YOU TAKING NEXT SEMESTER? 16 AND IM ENGINEER MAJOR. DEBATE- SMITHERMAN- SUPPORTS CAMPBELL. POSITIVE THINGS. NEAL- SUPPORTS CAMPBELL, HE CAN HANDLE TIME COMMITMENT. HE WOULD DO A GREAT JOB. COVEL- SLAMWALL VS. GLAMWALL. GRIFFIN- SUPPORTS CAMPBELL. HE HAS HELPED SO MUCH WITH FINANCE BILLS. VOTE- CAMPBELL WINS.

WESTBROOK- THANK YOU TO EVERYONE FOR WORKING HARD AND GETTING SO MUCH DONE AND KEEPING ME ENTERTAINED.

PETITIONS, MEMORIALS, AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS
BEADLE- THANKS TO MY COMMITTEE.
CAVELL- REMINDER THAT THERE WILL BE SINE DIE AT MY PLACE UVIEW 1203. ATTIRE IS END OF THE WORLD THEME. THERE WILL BE CHOCOLATE.
DUBLEIUX (?)- GREEK DAY AT REGINELLI’S 10% OF BILL GOES TO HELP HABITAT FOR HUMANITY.
SMITHERMAN- INNER DOCTORATE MEETING AND GET BREAD IN YOUR SYSTEM. I’VE ENJOYED MY PAST 3 SEMESTERS AND TONIGHT WAS MY LAST MEETING.
NEAL- LEAVING. THANK YOU TO EVERYONE.
EASTMAN- CONGRATS TO NEWLY INITIATED PHI DELT KIDS. ENCOURAGE ALL TO WALK AROUND QUAD AND THINK OF NEW LEGISLATION.
SPEAKER PRO TEMP CAMPBELL- THANKS FOR ELECTING ME! DON’T HAVE SLAMWALL CHAIR. IF INTERESTED COME TALK TO ME.
LIRETTE- LEADERSHIP LSU HAS EXTENDED DEADLINE FOR TWO WEEKS. THIS IS MY LAST MEETING. SAD WON’T BE BACK IN SPRING. I D LIKE TO BE REMEMBERED AS BEING SHORT AND LOUD OBNOXIOUS CLAPPER.
LOUD APPLAUSE.

GRIFFIN- THANKS FOR PASSING LEG EARLIER. FIRST PIECE OF SINGLE LEG. WOOP!

ADJOURNMENT- VOICE VOTE- AYES HAVE IT.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE

FALL 2012 ORGANIZATIONAL SESSION
14 NOVEMBER 2012
FIRST LEGISLATIVE WEEK

CALL TO ORDER
MOMENT OF SILENCE
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
INDUCTION OF NEW SENATORS
ROLL CALL
PUBLIC INPUT
READING, CORRECTION, AND ADOPTION OF MINUTES
NEW BUSINESS

COMMITTEE REPORTS

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
SENATOR FRIAS
IMPACT STUDENTS; PLUS/MINUS SCALE

BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS
SENATOR BEADLE
FINANCE ALLOCATION OF SENATE; OVERSEE

CAMPUS AFFAIRS AND SUSTAINABILITY
SENATOR TAYLOR
DEALS WITH BUILDINGS AND PARKING;

RULES
SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE
DEALS WITH INTERNAL AFFAIRS; APPTS AND

STUDENT AUXILIARIES AND SERVICES
SENATOR SCHWARTZENBURG
ATHLETICS, ITS, MOODLE, MYLSU, DINING,

STUDENT LIFE, DIVERSITY, AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH
SENATOR CAVELL
STUDENT LIFE, ANYTHING THAT DEALS

WITH STUDENTS ON DAY-TO-DAY BASIS

STUDENT COMMITTEES ESTABLISHED BY THE BYLAWS
TEMPORARY COMMITTEES ESTABLISHED BY SENATE RESOLUTION
FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURE COMMITTEE

CAUCUS REPORTS

BLACK CAUCUS
SENATOR BEADLE

GREEK LIFE CAUCUS
SENATOR SMITHERMAN

EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORTS

JUDICIAL OFFICER REPORTS

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

LO NO. 1 BY SPEAKER WESTBROOK

A LEGISLATIVE ORDER
TO APPOINT THE LEADERSHIP OF THE
STANDING COMMITTEES
OPENING: VICE CHAIRS APPTED IN SPRING;
GO TALK TO SPEAKER FOR QUESTIONS
CLOSING: FAVORABLE PASSAGE
VOTING: PASSED; ENROLLED

LEGISLATIVE OFFICER REPORTS

ADVISOR REPORTS

AFRAID!!

PETITIONS, MEMORIALS, AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS
ADJOURNMENT